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ABSTRACT 
For each Schur function, or generalized matrix function, corresponding to a linear 
character of a subgroup of the symmetric group, we construct a matrix semigroup 
containing the monomial group defined by the subgroup. The matrix semigroup 
constructed has the property that the generalized matrix function is multiplicative on 
it and it is maximal with respect to the inclusion of transvections. It is further shown, 
with mild restrictions on the underlying field, that every matrix semigroup with the 
above properties is obtained in this way. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If F is any field, we denote by M = M,,(F) the ring of n X n matrices 
over F with the usual addition and multiplication. The identity of M will be 
denoted by I= I,,. The subring of all diagonal matrices of M is D = D,(F). 
Corresponding to each permutation u in the symmetric group, S,, on 
N = (1,. . . , n) is the permutation matrix P, =(S,,,,j) in M, where 6 is the 
Kronecker delta. The group of all permutation matrices in M will be denoted 
by P. 
Let H be any subgroup of S,,, and x: H + F be multiplicative; i.e., x 
satisfies 
x(hlhz) = x(hl)x(hz) 
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for h,, h, E H. Note that a nonzero multiplicative mapping x satisfies 
x(e) = 1, where e denotes the identity permutation. Corresponding to each 
subgroup H of S,, and each multiplicative x defined on H there is a Schur 
function 
defined for each matrix A = (uij> in M. We will write simply d rather than 
dz unless the context requires explicit mention of either the subgroup H of 
S, or the mapping x. These matrix functions were introduced by Schur [7]. 
Of course, the determinant is the Schur function corresponding to H = S,, 
and the alternating character. When H = S,, and x is the identically 1 
(principal) character, the Schur function is the permanent. Except for the 
determinant, Schur functions are not multiplicative on all of M. 
DEFINITION 1. A subsemigroup S of M with respect to multiplication is 
a d-semigroup if 
d(AB) =d(A)d(B) (2) 
for all matrices A, B in S. 
A characterization of those subsemigroups of M which are ds”-semigroups 
appears in [3]. 
If a subgroup H c S,, and x : H + F is multiplicative, then for u E S,, we 
define 
H”={cTha-‘:hEH}, 
and 
by 
f(aha-‘) =x(h). 
If (T E S, then S is a d:-semigroup if and only if S” = P,SPJ ’ is a 
df-semigroup, where K = H” and 5 = xv. 
This paper is concerned with finding maximal d-semigroups. Our meth- 
ods will require the hypothesis that S contains D, but (2) may be satisfied by 
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multiplicative subsemigroups S of M, maximal with respect to inclusion, 
which do not contain D. 
We remark that Friedland [6] h* : .h as s own that the monomial group, 
(P, D: P, E P, D E D, and det D # 0), is a maximal subgroup of GL,, for 
both the real and the complex numbers. 
We may assume (by passing to S” for some (T E S,, if ncccssary) that the 
orbits of H are 
{l)...) n,), {Tzl,..., n,+n,} ,..., (n, + ... + n,_,-tl,..., ?I). (3) 
If Eij is the matrix with (i,j> entry 1 and all others 0, then a matrix 
Tij(h) = I + hEij will be called a trunsvection whenever A is nonzero and 
i, j are distinct. The set of all transvections in M is denoted by T. It is well 
known that M is generated multiplicatively by D, P, and T. It is easily seen 
that D UT is sufficient to generate M. A multiplicatively closed subset S of 
M is a semigroup because it inherits associativity. However, it need not 
contain 1. 
DEFINITION 2. A subsemigroup of M is elementary if it is generated by 
a subset of DUPUT. 
Note that not every subsemigroup of M is elementary. Consider, for 
example, the subsemigroup of matrices with all entries identical. If S is an 
elementary subsemigroup of M, then we denote by P(S) the set of permuta- 
tion matrices in S. Note that P(S) is closed under multiplication, since S is. If 
P E P(S) then Pk E P(S) for each k E N. In particular, P-’ E P(S). If we 
assume that an elementary subsemigroup S contains all of D, then in 
particular it contains I, and P(S) is necessarily nonempty. If K is any 
subgroup of S,,, then we denote the orbit of an integer i in N by K(i). 
2. ELEMENTARY d-SEMIGROUPS 
We note that for any subsemigroup S of M containing D, if S contains 
Tij(A) for some nonzero A in F, then S contains Tij(~) for all ~1 in F. 
LEMMA 1. LRt S he a suhsemigroup of M containing D. If S contains 
transvections 
Tj(A), T,,(A), 
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then either 
(i) k = i and PCjjj E S, or 
(ii) k # i and T,,(A) E S. 
Proof. Since S contains D, we have T,&h), T,,(h) E S for all A E F. Let 
D be the diagonal matrix with (j, j) entry 1 1 and all other diagonal entries 
1. If k = i then 
Pcijj = DTij( l)Tji( - l)Tij( 1). 
If k z i then 
Tik(A)=Tij(A)T,,(l)T,j(-A)T,,(-l). n 
LEMMMA 2. Let S be a subsemigroup of M containing D. lf S contains 
transvections 
‘,,j,(A),‘i,i,(A),...,T,,_,i,(A),T,~i,(A), r > 2, (4) 
for all A E F, then (iI,. , i,) is contained in a single orbit of K = P(S). 
Proof. Applying Lemma l(u) to the first two transvections in (4), we 
see that T+$A> E S. Applying Lemma l(ii) to Ti,,,(A> and Ti,,,(A), we have 
?;.,,,(A) E S. Applying this process to each successive transvection except the 
last in (4) we see that S contains the transvections. 
‘,,i,(‘),‘i,i,(A),...,‘il,,(A). (5) 
Applying Lemma l(u) to the last two transvections in (4), we see that 
Ti,_,i,(A> E S. As above, applying this process to each successive transvection 
in (4) ending with the second, we see that S also contains the transvections 
Now, applying Lemma l(i) to each pair Ti,i,(A),T,k,I(A), we see that S 
contains Pciliij for k = 2 ,..., r. Thus, {iI,. .., i,.} is contained in a single orbit 
of K = P(S). n 
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LEMMA 3. Let S be an elementary subsemigroup S of M containing D, 
and K = P(S). For every A E S with nonzero (i, j) entry, either j E K(i) or S 
contains a transvection T,,(A) where u E K(i) and v E K(j). 
Proof. Suppose A E S has nonzero (i, j) entry. We are done if j E K(i). 
Accordingly assume i and j are in distinct orbits of K. Since S is elemen- 
tary, it can be generated by a subset of DU PUT. The matrix A = A. I is a 
product of these generating matrices, and these act as row operations on 1. 
Since i @ K(j), no permutation matrix moves a nonzero entry to one of the 
off-diagonal zero entries of I in the block corresponding to the rows in K(i) 
and the columns in K(j). We must, therefore, in view of Lemma 1, have that 
there is a transvection T,,,(h) E S where u E K(i) and v E K(j). n 
LEMMA 4. Let S be a d-subsemigroup of M containing D. Zf d = dz 
and S contains both a transvection Tij(h) and a permutation matrix P, with 
a(i) = j, then H contains the transposition (ij) and x(ij) = - 1. 
Proof. If S is such a d-semigroup, then each power of P, is in S, and in 
particular Pi’ E S. Hence, 
(6) 
If a(j) = i, we have that T,.,(A) E S. 
Suppose a(j) z i. Then 
Thus, 
P,T,,, j,( A) I’,- ’ = Z&zc jj E S. 
Repeating the argument as necessary, we find for each positive integer k 
that T,,C~cj,(A) E S, and, from (6) TJ,,kCj)(A) E S. Since u”’ = e for some 
integer m, in particular we have 
Since by hypothesis a-‘(j) = i, T,.,(A) E S. 
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If Gj) e H, 
contradicting the assumption that S is a d-semigroup. Therefore, (~1 E H and 
d(Tij(A)T,,(A))=l+[1+&j)]A2. 
But the last expression is 1 if and only if x(g) = - 1. This completes the 
proof. N 
We now explore the question of multiplicativity for Schur functions in 
general. 
If D=diag[d,,...,c1,] then 
d,H( D) = d, . . . d,, 
for any Schur function d. More generally, for any matrix A E M, 
d(DA)=d(D)d(A). (7) 
If P, E P then dt( P,) # 0 if and only if u E H, and = 0 otherwise. 
It is also easy to see that 
4 PA) = 4 P,)d(A) (8) 
for arbitrary A E M whenever u E H. 
It remains to examine the multiplicative properties of a d with respect to 
transvections. If A = (aji) E M then 
d(Tij(A)A) =d(A) + AnFHX(TT)( pQiup,r(p))uj,r(i)' (9) 
Lemma 4 suggests the following: Suppose the defining subgroup H contains 
the transposition (g) and x(M) = - 1. Then H may be partitioned as H = 
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X U X(ij), where X is the set of even permutations in H. Splitting the sum in 
(91, we obtain by straightforward calculations 
d(‘ij(A)A) = d(A) + A C X(T) II U,,,(,,){U,,,,(j)Uj.~~,) 
TEX IJ + i , .i 
+ X(ij)"j,P(i)'j,TT(j)}' (loI 
The assumption, A(ij> = - 1 means the second term of (10) vanishes. The 
second term of (10) also vanishes if uj rrCi) = 0, a fact we shall use later. This 
suggests the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3. For each subgroup K of S,,, define a subsemigroup of M 
bY 
S>(K) =( W’(K),E(K)>L>(K)); 
where P(K) is the group of permutation matrices corresponding to K and 
L,(K)={Tij(A):AeF, i>j,and i@K(j)}. 
The subsemigroup S,(K) is defined similarly. 
Ll?Ms4,‘4 5. Let A = (uij) be u matrix in S,(K) over thefield K. lf i undj 
ure in distinct or& of K c H and j > i, then uij = 0. 
Proof. The argument is by contradiction: Suppose j > i, i and j are in 
different orbits of K, and uij f 0. Then Lemma 3 implies the existence of a 
matrix T,,(A) E S,(K) such that u E K(i) and o E K(j). According to our 
blanket assumption (3) about the orbits of H, if i and j are in different orbits 
of H and j > i, then s > r for all s E K(j) and r E K(i). The definition of 
L,(K) then requires that T,,(A) E S,(K) for all r E K(j) and s E K(i). In 
particular, T,,(A) E S,(K) for A E F. Accordingly, the product of T,,(A) and 
T,,(p) is in S,(K) for all choices of A and F in F. By Lemma l(i), 
PCU,, E S,(K), a contradiction, since (u, w) QG K (U and II are in different 
orbits). n 
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Lemma 5 implies that the matrices in S,(K) have lower block triangular 
form whenever K is intransitive. Similarly the matrices in S,(K) are seen to 
have upper block triangular form in this case. 
THEOREM 1. lf d = dc then S,(K) is un elementary d-semigroup for 
any group K c H. 
Proof. By definition S,(K) is an elementary subsemigroup of M. In 
view of (7) and (8) we need only show that 
d(Tij(A)A) = d(A) (11) 
for T,/(A) and A in S,(H). 
If Tij(A) E S,(H) and (ij) E H, x(ij> = - 1, then the result follows from 
(10). 
Now assume that Tjj(A) E L,(K) and i and j are in different orbits of K. 
Here i > j. Note that the second term of (10) also vanishes if aj,a(ij = 0 for 
each (T E X. By Lemma 5, uj m+(ij = 0 for all u E K, since i > j implies that 
a(i) > j for all (T E K from our standing assumption (3) concerning the 
orbits of K. In particular aj g(ij = 0 for all u E X. Thus (11) holds for 
arbitrary T,,.(A) and A in S,(H). 
Let A,C E S,(K). Then C can be written C = D,T, P,. . . . D,T, P, D,,, 
where Di E D, P, E P(K), and each T, is a transvection in S,(K). From 
repeated application of (71, (81, and (ll), 
d(CA) = d( D,)d(T,P;.- D,T,P,D,A) 
= d( D,)d( T,.) *. *d(D,)d(T,)d(P1)d(D0)d(A) 
=d(D,)d(T,.P,-.. D,T,P,D,)d(A) 
= d(C)d(A). 
Thus, S,(K) is an elementary d-semigroup for any group K c H. 
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3. MAXIMALITY OF ELEMENTARY d-SEMIGROUPS 
DEFINITION 4. A d-subsemigroup S of M is elementary maximal if it is 
maximal with respect to the inclusion of elementary matrices. That is, (S, A) 
is not a d-semigroup for any choice of A E D U P U T, A @ S. 
THEOREM 2. If F has characteristic not 2, then S,(H) and S,(H) are 
elementary maximal d:-semigroups. 
Proof. Assume that T = (S,(H), A), say, is a d-semigroup for some 
A E D U PUT. Since D C S,(W), we may further suppose that A E PUT. 
Accordingly, A @ S,(H) implies A is either a permutation matrix not in P(H) 
or a transvection Tij(A) @ L,(H). 
If A is a permutation matrix not in P(H), then d(A) = 0. But A”’ = I for 
some integer m, contradicting the assumption that T is a d-semigroup. 
Therefore A is a transvection T,,.(A) 6 L,(H). 
If i and j are in distinct H-orbits, then j > i, since A @ L,(H). It now 
follows by definition that T,,(A) E L,(H). But 
d(Tij(A)7’JA))==l+A2, 
while d(T,,(A))= d(Tji(A)) = 1, contradicting the assumption that T is a 
d-semigroup. Therefore i and j are in the same H-orbit, and there is 
P, E P(H) such that o(i)= j. It now follows from Lemma 4 that 
(ij)~H and x(ij)=-1. 
But then, A E E(H) G S,(H). Therefore, T = S,(H). 8 
Although the semigroups S,(H) and S,(H) are elementary maximal, not 
every elementary maximal dt-semigroup is a conjugate of S,(H) or S,(H). 
We now determine a larger class of subsemigroups of M which contains the 
groups S<(N),S,(H) and has th e property that every elementary maximal 
d-semigroup belongs to the class. 
DEFINITION 5. If K < H < S,, then K’ denotes the largest subgroup of 
H containing 
K’=( K,{(ij)I(ij) E H and ,y(ij) = -1)) 
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and having the same orbits as K’. That is, K+ is H n Y, where Y is the 
Young subgroup determined by the orbits of K’. The Young subgroup is the 
internal direct product of the full symmetric groups on each orbit separately. 
In Theorem 4 we will show that every elementary maximal d-semigroup 
is a conjugate of either S,(K+) or S,(K+) for some subgroup K c H. We 
first show that these semigroups are elementary maximal d-semigroups. 
THEOREM 3. Let F be a field of characteristic not 2. For every K < H < 
S,!, S,(K+) and S,(K+) are elementary maximal dt-semigroups. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2 we may suppose that K+ is a proper 
subgroup of H. Theorem 2 also implies that, say, S,( K+ > is an elementary 
maximal d,K+- semigroup, where I,!J is the restriction of x to K+. 
Because of the maximality condition in Definition 5, if rr is any pcrmuta- 
tion in H such that r(j) is in the K+-orbit of j for each integer j = 1,. , n, 
then r E K+. Since we are assuming that K + is a proper subgroup of EI, we 
are assured of the existence of a permutation rr in II such that r(E) @ K+(l) 
for some I = 1,. , n. Further, without loss of generality, we may suppose that 
x(Z) > 1. If A = (a i j) is an arbitrary matrix in S,( K+ ), then Lemma 5 implies 
that akr(O = 0. Examination of the equation (1) now shows that 
where the summation is over (T E H \ K+. Since S,(K+) is a dz+-semigroup, 
it is a d = di-semigroup. 
To show that S,(K’ ) is elementary maximal, first note that D G S(KT ). 
Next, consider any permutation matrix P not in S,(K+ ), and suppose that 
W = (S,(K+), P) is a dc-semigroup. Let P = P,, where (T E S,. Then, in 
view of Definition 5, P P S,(K+ ) implies the existence of i and j such that 
a(i)= j and j P K+(i). If i > j, Tzj(A>~ S,(K+). Lemma 4 gives that 
(ij) E H and I = - 1. Thus P E S,( K+ ), a contradiction. If i < j, then 
P-’ = P,-I E W and a-‘(j) = i, i P K+(j), and T,,(A) E S,(K+), so Lemma 
4 gives that (ij) E H and x(ij) = - 1. Again we reach a contradiction. We 
conclude that W is not a d-semigroup for any P E P \ P(K+ ). 
Now suppose W = (S,(K+ ), Tij(h)) is a d-semigroup for some Tij(A)@ 
S,(K+). If i and j are in the same K+-orbits, then there is u E K+ such 
that u(i)= j. Since W would then contain both Tij(h) and P,, Lemma 4 
implies (ij)~ H and x(g)= - 1, contradicting Tij(h) P S,(K+). On the 
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other hand, if i G K+(j) then j > i, for otherwise Tij(h) E L,(K). But then 
T,.,(A) E S,(K+ ) c W and 
PCij) = DTij( 1)TJ l)Tij( - 1)Tji(2) E w, 
where D = diag[l, 1,. . . , 1, - 1, 1, 1, . , l] with - 1 in position j. Again ap- 
pealing to Lemma 4, we conclude (g) E H and x(ij> = - 1. According to 
Definition 5 the transposition (y> E K+, contradicting i P K+(j). This com- 
pletes the proof that S,(K+ ) is elementary maximal. The proof for S,(K+ ) is 
similar. n 
LEMMA 6. Let K = P(S) he an intransitive group of permutations deter- 
mined by an elementary d-semigroup S which contains D. Suppose the orbits 
of K are K ,, K,, . , K r ( r > 2). Then for any fixed circular ordering 
IKi,, . . .> ‘,,I (S 2 2, Ki,>+, = Kil) of some of the orbits of K and subsets 
(ujeKi,:j=l ,..., s},(c~EKK. 1,+, :j = l,...) s) we hate lI_, a,, I: = 0 for all 
A E S. 
I’ , 
Proof. The argument is by contradiction. Let K 1, K,, . , K,s, K,Y,, = K, 
be a fixed circular ordering of some of the orbits of K, and assume that for all 
j, 1 I j I s, there is A = (aij) E S such that nJ=ia,l,,,, + 0 for some subsets 
(uj E Kj :j = 1,. . . , s}, {cj E Kj+, :j = 1,. . , s}. Bv Lemma 3 we can find in S 
a sequence of trdnsvections 
T,,,.I(*),TU~I;Z(h)‘...‘Ttl,C,(h) with ui E Ki, ui E Ki+l. 
Since K is transitive on each of its orbits, we can choose permutations 
r,, , T,~ E K such that 
rr=e and ~j(uj)=~i_r(uj-,), j=2,...,s 
Denote am = ~,y_l(o,s_-l) by p and x,~(u,$) by y. 
Let 9 denote the set of matrices 
p~,Tu,,,(*)p,-,l = TT,~QT,(c,,W = TV,,,,,,_,,,,,,,, j=l ,...,A-. 
The integers or, ra(va), . . , T~(G,~) are each in a different orbit of K; how- 
ever, if q = ur, Lemma 2 yields the contradiction that they are contained in 
the same orbit of K. Therefore, q f ur. By repeated application of Lemma 
l(n) to the matrices of 9 we obtain that T(,,r,(A) E S. Also, Tr,<,(A> E 9 c S. 
Hence, by Lemma l(C) we have T,,,,(h) ES. By Lemma 4, PC,,,,,) ES 
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because both ui and q are in the same orbit of K. Thus, 
Finally, by Lemma l(i), (ui, p) E K, contradicting that u 1 and p are in 
different orbits. n 
A matrix A is reducibEe if there is a permutation matrix P such that 
PAP’= B ’ 
[ 1 D C’ 
where B and C are square matrices. Otherwise, A is irreducible. 
LEMMA 7. Zf an n X n matrix A = (ajj) has a nonzero main diagonal, 
then 
Proof. Let ~2 = ({Tij(l): aij # 0} U D). Since D 2 &, Tij(h) E & 
whenever Tij(l) is. The result is immediate if n = 1,2. For n > 2, assume the 
result for every r x r matrix with r < n. If A is reducible, then there is a 
permutation matrix P such that 
PAP’= B ’ 
[ 1 D C 
where B = (bij) and C = (c,,) are square. Applying the induction hypothesis 
to B and C, we have 
B+‘~j(l):b,j#O}u D) and CE({7’jj(l):cij#O}UD) 
for the appropriate orders of matrices. Further, 
[f, W{ r,,(l):d,,#O}uD) 
as well, since 
[ 1 ; ‘: = ~(Tjj(d,,):d,,#O]. 
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Therefore the matrices 
1:: I; [: 3 and [:, :I 
are in &, and A is the product of these. Therefore, A E &‘. 
If A is irreducible, there are transvections 
in ti for some full cycle permutation u. Repeated application of Lemma 
l(n) gives that all transvections are in .J@‘. So &= M. n 
The restrictions on the underlying field in our final theorem are required 
because we appeal to earlier results about groups of matrices on which the 
permanent function is multiplicative that were proved with these restrictions. 
Consequently, our theorem leaves open those cases where the characteristic 
of the underlying field does not exceed the order of the matrices. We suspect 
that other techniques are required in those cases. 
Recall that if S is a subsemigroup of M, then the a-conjugate S” of S is 
P,SPi ‘. If we let H” be a conjugate of H and define xv: H” -+ F by 
~~(oha-‘) = x(h) for each h E H, then S” is a d-semigroup with respect to 
H” and x” if and only if S is a d-semigroup with respect to H and x. 
THEOREM 4. Let F have characteristic 0 or characteristic p > n. lf F is 
finite, assume F has at least n2 + n elements. Suppose S is an elementary 
subsemigroup of M. lf S is an elementary maximal d-semigroup, then S is the 
~-~-conjugate of an S,(K+ > for some subgroup K of H”, and some u E S,, 
such that the orbits of K+ are partitioned as in (3). 
Proof. Let r E S, such that the permutation group, G = P(S’), corre- 
sponding to permutation matrices in S’ has orbits (31, and partition each 
A E S’ accordingly: Let A = (Ajj), w h ere Aij is the submatrix of A on rows 
corresponding to the ith orbit of G on columns corresponding to the jth 
orbit of G. Let R denote the real field. 
If G has r > 1 orbits, then define f: S’ + M,(R) by f(A) = (f,,> where, 
for i and j distinct, fij = 1 if Aij # 0 and fij = 0 if Aij = 0. Set fii = 1 for 
i=l,..., r. Thus, f(S’> 1s a set of real O-l matrices. If G is transitive, then 
r = 1 and M,(R) z R, and f assigns 1 to every nonzero matrix in S’. Further 
define U to be (f(S’),DF), th e multiplicative subsemigroup of M generated 
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by the image of f and DF, the subsemigroup of M, consisting of the r x r 
diagonal matrices with each diagonal entry nonzero. 
Now, if A E S’ and f(A) h as a nonzero (i,j) entry where i z j, then 
uuc # 0 for some u E Gj and c E Gj. Since G, and Gj are distinct orbits of 
G, Lemma 4 implies there is r E Gi and s E Gj such that T,.,,(A) E S’. 
Accordingly, 
Therefore, for all B E f(ST), if hij # 0 then Tii(l) E f(S’). By Lemma 7 
f(s’> ~({T~,j(L):hijZOforsome BEf.(S’))uD). 
This inclusion is actually equality, since each Tij(l) that it contains must be 
in f(S’). Hence, U = ({Tij(l): hjj f 0 for some B E f(S’)} U D). 
Since U is elementary, Lemma 3 implies that if X = (xi j) E U and xi j # 0 
then T,,(A) E U for all A E R, since the orbits of P(U) are all singletons. 
Further, if X E U has at least two nonzero diagonals, then at least one is not 
the main diagonal and we can find a sequence of integers i 1,. , i,, , s < r, 
such that 
Therefore there must exist in S’ integers ur,. , u,$ and u,, . , G,~ such that 
ui~Gj and ZI~EG,+, (G,y+,=G,)for i=l,...,r and 
This last set of transvections satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6 but 
violates the conclusion. We conclude that U cannot contain a matrix with two 
distinct nonzero diagonals. If we define 
U* =({T,,(l):hij#Oforsome BE~(S)}UD*) 
then U* is a group, and each element of U” has a nonzero main diagonal and 
no other nonzero diagonal. Note that U* is, say, lower triangularizable if and 
only if U is. By [5, Theorem 2.11 there exists a permutation matrix, P = P,, 
such that P’UP is lower triangular. Choose r E S, such that r permutes 
the orbits of G+ according to p. Then, for each B E S’, P,SPi is in block 
lower triangular form. Let Kt = rG+ r-l and (T = r-r. Then S” contains 
only matrices that are block lower triangular with the blocks determined by 
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the orbits of Kf. NOW, 
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S”nD=D and YnP=P(S”). 
If i G K+(j) and i>j then Tij(A) E S,(K+ ). Therefore, 
T,~(A) E S” and i P K+(j) imply i > j and hence Tij(A)e S,(K+). If 
T,~(A) E S” and i E K+(j), then Lemma 4 implies (g) E K+, and x(q)= -I. 
Therefore, Tij(h) E S,(K+). Accordingly, each generator of S” is in S,(K+). 
Since S (and therefore S”) is elementary maximal, S”= S,(K+) by 
Theorem 3. n 
4. CONCLUSION AND CONJECTURE 
In [4] it was shown that if S is a d-semigroup and x # 1, then (S, R, ) is 
also a d-semigroup, where R, is the set of all rank-l matrices in M”(F). Thus 
the elementary maximal d-semigroups are not maximal d-semigroups. We 
conjecture that if S is an elementary maximal d-semigroup, then (S, R, > is a 
maximal d-semigroup. 
In [3] it was shown that for x = 1, S is a d-semigroup if and only if each 
element in S has at most one nonzero generalized diagonal product corre- 
sponding to a permutation in H. When S is an elementary generated 
semigroup each element of which has at most one nonzero generalized 
diagonal product corresponding to a permutation in I-I, then Theorem 4 
provides their structure. 
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